Memorial Site
The area where the courageous relieved sailors near the pier's entrance was searched on the Quinault Victory.

In Memoriam
U.S. NAVAL MAGAZINE AND NAVAL BARRACKS (211)

Naval personnel, civilians among victims of blast

The new enemy which was on par with ships and rails. Regardless of the system of service and civil employees, Naval personnel and civilians were assigned either to the two ships Armed Guard crews assigned to the Naval District at the time, expressed a view entitlement in the Port Chicago Memorial.

At a press conference, they gave their lives in the service of their country. Their service could have been greater had this was occurred on a baseline or a basis of the war.
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Memorial dedicated 45 years after historic explosion

Two ships lost in war's worstateside disaster

The waters of San Francisco Bay were calm under a cloudless sky. The Quinault Victory was docked abreast of the pier. All the crew, excepting the armed guard, was otherwise occupied in preparations for the usual work of the station. The deck of the vessel was thronged with activity as the men made the final adjustments for the departure of the ship in Mobile Bay for the fast northbound trip.

Pier 1 before... and after...

Project sponsored by Navy WWII Armed Guard veterans

Once a month, a small group of veteran gather together—some every Sunday brunch. They tell of the wartime experience of the “soldiers of the seas” who served on civilian tankers and freighters throughout the war. They discuss their past and present lives. This is an opportunity for them to share their experiences with each other.

No defense was sufficient during the war of World War II. The U.S. Navy's Armed Guard was established in response to the need for a secure sea lane. As crews were assigned to ships, they were trained in anti-submarine warfare. The Quinault Victory was one of the last ships to be armed with the Armed Guard.

As the Quinault Victory left the pier, the ship began to move slowly toward the open water of the bay. The crew was preparing for the journey ahead. Suddenly, a explosion tore through the ship.

Navy personnel, civilians among victims of blast

The explosion tore Quinault Victory from the pier and broke her into two halves. The explosion was caused by the accidental discharge of a depth charge. This is speculative because no evidence has been found to confirm this. However, there is a possibility that the depth charge was set off by another depth charge.
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Bryan named for noted Washington educator

Dr. Dean A. Bryan returned to Port Chicago for another long winter on Thursday, July 29, after being on vacation in the Saint Louis area for the past ten days. Bryan is president of Washington State University.

Town of Port Chicago, U.S. Naval Magazine suffer heavy damage

The town of Port Chicago (above left), site of two Axis bombs which caused extensive damage to several structures (above right). Below are examples of damage on the Naval Magazine.

Only 10 days old Quinault victory's career ended before it started

Quinault Lake shoreline in line with the Port of Seattle. Some Quinault_Alfred_Quinault, a live with salmon andやくに_Quinault, was born.

Two ships lost...

Continued from insert page 2 The island of Port Chicago is the location of the Port of Chicago Adventure and the site of the U.S. Navy's Naval Magazine. Two ships were lost during World War II in this area, and the town of Port Chicago was destroyed.

Dr. Bryan's daughter christens the ship at Kaiser's Richmond yard.

We've come a long way since 1944 Explosive handling "techniques" 45 years ago

Armed Guard veterans...

The article appears in the Port Chicago Explosion Memorial Souvenir Edition.}
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